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Abstract 
It is known that pushdown processes have a decidable monadic second-order theory (Muller 
and Schupp, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 37 (1985) 51-75) and that this result covers the model-checking 
problem for the modal mu-calculus. Unfortunately, he corresponding decidability procedure is 
not practical due to its nonelementary complexity. Recently, however, a very intricate elemen- 
tary algorithm for model checking the full modal mu-calculus for pushdown processes based on 
games was presented by Walukiewicz (CAV'96, Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol. 1102, 
Springer, Berlin, 1996, pp. 62-74). Lifting the classical finite-state model checking technique 
to second-order, we develop here a more structural and transparent elementary algorithm for 
model-checking infinite sequential processes, including context-free processes, pushdown pro- 
cesses, and regular graphs, that captures the full modal mu-calculus as well. Whereas the actual 
model-checking algorithm simply resorts to backtracking inorder to capture alternation, thecorre- 
sponding correctness proof requires to introduce the stronger f amework of dynamic environments 
which are modelled by finite-state automata. (~)1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
Keywords." Infinite-state systems; Context-free processes; Pushdown processes; Regular graphs; 
Modal mu-calculus; Model checking 
I. Introduction 
Over the past decade model checking has emerged as a powerful tool for the auto- 
matic analysis of concurrent systems. Whereas model checking for finite-state systems is 
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nowadays well established, the theory for infinite systems i  a current research topic (cf. 
[1]). Since even weak branching time logics are undecidable for infinite-state systems 
incorporating parallel operators [10, 11], much work has focused on the verification 
of sequential processes. The strongest results obtained so far show the decidability of 
monadic second-order logic (MSOL) for the infinite binary tree [17], pushdown tran- 
sition graphs [16], regular graphs [9], and rational restricted recognizable graphs [7]. 
However, all decision procedures are nonelementary and thus not applicable to practi- 
cal problems. Moreover, MSOL is usually too expressive, since it allows to distinguish 
even bisimilar models. For these reasons, the modal mu-calculus, a powerful temporal 
logic combining modal operators with least and greatest fixpoints, is seen as an attrac- 
tive alternative for specifying behavioural properties. Choosing the modal mu-calculus, 
we do not even loose expressiveness wrt bisimulation semantics over arbitrary tran- 
sition graphs, since recently, Janin and Walukiewicz proved that an MSOL formula 
cannot distinguish between bisimilar models iff it can be expressed in the modal mu- 
calculus [13]. 
The model-checking problem for sequential processes and the modal mu-calculus was 
first considered in [4]. The authors developed an iterative model checking algorithm 
that decides the alternation-free part of the modal #-calculus for context-free processes 
based on a conditional formulation of the semantics of p-formulas. Moreover, in [12] 
it is shown how this can be done using tableaux-based techniques, allowing local 
model checking. Finally, the approach was also extended to the strictly larger classes 
ofpushdown processes [5] and regular graphs [2]. Since alternation of fixpoints gives, 
however, rise toa strict hierarchy [3] the problem of model checking the full modal mu- 
calculus has still been open. Only recently, Walukiewicz presented a first elementary 
model checking algorithm for pushdown processes based on games [18]. 
In this paper we develop an alternative algorithm which, essentially, arises as a 
combination of extending the standard iterative model-checking techniques with condi- 
tional reasoning, in order to capture sequential model structures in an alternation-free 
setting [2, 4, 5], and the observation that al emating fixpoints require some kind of 
backtracking, as it is known from regular model checking (cf. e.g. [8]). 
Whereas the actual model checker esults directly from this combination, the corre- 
sponding correctness proof requires a stronger framework, which uses dynamic environ- 
ments. In contrast to the "standard" assertions, which suffice algorithmically, dynamic 
environments also explicitly model valuations of variables that occur free in the ac- 
tual fixpoint computation. This explicit treatment is necessary in order to establish the 
link between the result of the fixpoint iteration a d the semantics of the full modal 
mu-calculus. 
Fortunately, all this additional complexity is only required for the proof and need not 
be considered for an implementation. I  fact, the actual algorithm can be implemented 
on top of the algorithms of [2, 4, 5] covering the alternation-free case for context- 
free processes, pushdown processes, and regular graphs, respectively. These algorithms 
differ mainly in the handling of the branching degree of the finite process representation, 
which is always 1 for context-free processes, equals the number of states in the finite 
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control for pushdown processes, and is defined as the maximal arity of  a hyperedge 
for regular graphs. 
Taking ICgl as the number of transitions, and IQI as the branching degree in the finite 
sequential process representation, as well as 141 as the size of  the formula, and "ad" 
as the alternation depth of  the formula under consideration, the overall complexity 3 
of our algorithm is 
o(141 * (IOl * I~elU (~)+' * 21~l*(ad(~)+lOl)). 
The plan of  the paper is now as follows. The next section describes the class of  
processes we will consider, and presents the full modal mu-calculus. Subsequently, we 
develop our model checking algorithm which is proved to be correct in Section 4. The 
final section contains our conclusions and directions for future research. 
2. Processes and specifications 
Infinite sequential processes comprise context-free processes, pushdown processes, 
and regular graphs. In this paper we will mainly focus on the model checking problem 
for context-free processes, as the extension to pushdown processes, respectively, regular 
graphs, can be obtained following the lines of  [5], respectively [12]. 
2.1. Context-free processes 
As usual, we consider labelled transition 9raphs as models for the behaviour of 
concurrent systems, since they allow to represent the underlying interleaving semantics 
of many process calculi. 
Definition 1. A labelled transition graph is a triple J -  --- (6¢,Act, ~ ) where 6 e is the 
set of  states, Act is the set of  transition labels (or actions), and ~ c_ 5e x Act x 5 ¢ is 
the transition relation. 
In particular, we are interested in classes of  infinite transition graphs which can be 
finitely represented by labelled rewrite systems. 
Definition 2. A labelled rewrite system is a triple ~=(V,  Act, R) where V is an al- 
phabet, Act is a set of  labels, and R C_ V* x Act x V* is a finite set of  rewrite rules. 
I f  the rewrite rules are of the form R C_ V x Act x V* the rewrite system is called 
alphabetic. 
In the remainder of  the paper, a rewrite rule (u, a, v) E R is also written as u ~ v. 
Moreover, we will denote a rewrite system simply by R if V and Act are clear from 
3 In this paper we neglect the optimization of [15] which exploits monotonicity arguments and would 
reduce ad(~) to ad(qb)/2. 
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a 
A > AB 
b b 
< g < 
AB 2 a > AB 3 
b 
B 2 < B 3 
Fig. 1. The prefix transition graph for Vex with root A. 
the context. In general, rewrite systems are used to define a rewrite relation on words 
of V* where a rewrite rule may be applied at any position. The technical development 
of this paper concentrates on rewritings of the following restricted form. 
Definition 3. Let ~ : (V, Act, R) be a labelled rewrite system. Then the prefix rewriting 
relation of R is defined by 
, , =af{(uw, a, vw) l(u ~ v)Ee,  wC V*} 
R 
and the corresponding labelled transition graph YR=af(V*,Act,, >R) is called the 
prefix transition graph of R. By abuse of notation, we will henceforth write uw -2~ vw 
instead of uw ~ vw. 
An alphabetic rewrite system which is interpreted wrt prefix rewriting is called a 
context-free specification, and a context-free process is then the rooted prefix transition 
graph of a context-free specification. Note that the states of a context-free process are 
words over V. We will henceforth use lower greek letters ~, fl,.., to denote them. One 
standard example for a context-free process is the prefix transition graph of Cgex = {A 
AB, A ~ e, B ~ e} rooted at A. According to the prefix rewriting defined above the 
variable A generates the labelled transition graph of Fig. 1. 
2.2. The modal p-calculus 
Nowadays, it is widely accepted that system properties can conveniently be expressed 
by temporal logic formulas. Particularly, the modal p-calculus as introduced by Kozen 
[14] is a powerful branching time logic. It combines tandard modal logic with least and 
greatest fixpoint operators which allows to express very complex temporal properties 
within this formalism. Due to its expressiveness and its conciseness the p-calculus can 
be regarded as the "assembly language" of temporal logics. Formulas of the p-calculus, 
given in positive form, are defined by the following grammar: 
• : : - - t t  I I x I  ,pv A • I [al'P I <a> lPX. l 
where X ranges over a (countable) set of variables Var, and a over a set of actions 
Act. We will use Lp to denote the set of all p-calculus formulas. 
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2.2.1. Standard semantics 
Usually, formulas are interpreted with respect o a labelled transition graph, and 
the meaning of a formula is then the set of states where the formula is true. The 
more specific, equivalent interpretation given in the following only applies to transition 
graphs of context-free specifications, although it may also be generalized to arbitrary 
labelled transition graphs. 
v* Given ~--=(V*,Act, ~ ), and a valuation :U: Var--+2 , the inductive definition 
below stipulates when a context-free process ~ E V* has the property 4, written as 
~,  q~. If ~ fails to satisfy 4, we will write ~ ~ 4. 
#y tt 
~,  ff 
~, -X  if f~E~(X) 
O~ ~:~ 41 V 42 iff ~ D~ 41 or ~ D,-. 4 2 
g ~*' 41 A 42 iff ~ ~"  (~1 and a ~, -  42 
c~ ~, .  (a)4 iff 3c~'.a ~ or'and ~' ~,~ 4 
~, -  [a]4 iff g~'.a ~+ ~' implies ~' ~ ,  4 
~, - / tX .4  iff VSC_ V*.(VflE I7"./~ ~*[x~s] 4 implies tiES) implies ~ES 
D,- vX.4 iff 3SC_ V*.(V/~E V*.f iES implies fl D*Ix~sl 4) and ~ES 
where W[X ~-+ S] is the valuation resulting from ~/~ by updating the binding of X 
to S. 
The clauses for the fixpoints are a reformulation of the Tarski-Knaster theorem 
which states that the least fixpoint is the intersection of all pre-fixpoints and the greatest 
fixpoint is the union of all post-fixpoints. As a consequence, states satisfy a fixpoint 
formula iff they satisfy the unfolding of the formula, i.e. ~ ~, -  aX. 4 iff ~ ~ 
4[aX.4/X] where a E {/~, v} and 4IT~X] denotes the simultaneous replacement of all 
free occurrences of X in 4 by 7L 
The satisfaction relation defined above is independent of the valuation if the consid- 
ered formula has no free variables in which case we will drop the index ~U. We extend 
our satisfaction relation, moreover, to sets of formulas by writing ~ ~ F if 7 ~ 4, for 
all 4 E F. Finally, we observe that the usual denotation of formulas as the set of states 
where the formula holds is obtained in our presentation by I4]~-.---{~[c~ . ,  4}. 
Next, we define some standard notions which will allow us to deal with occurrences 
of subformulas in a given formula. 
Definition 4 (Binding). A formula 4 is called well named if every fixpoint operator 
in 4 binds a distinct variable, and free variables are distinct from bound variables. 
With each well named formula 4 we then associate its binding function ~ which 
assigns to every bound variable X of 4 the unique subformula X.~V(X) of 4, called 
the binding definition of X in 4. 
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From now on we assume that every formula is well named. 
Definition 5 (Subformula relation, Closure). The subformula relation on L#, denoted 
by ~, is the least partial order on L# such that ~. N ~ul V ~u2, ~- ~< ~ul A ~2, ~g ~ (a} ~u, 
~ [a] ~, 7 /~ #X. 7", and ~ ~ vX. ~g, for i -- 1,2 and a E Act. Given a formula 4, we 
define the closure of 4 as CL(4) = {~u I ~g ~ 4}. Furthermore, if CL(4) = {hUl . . . . .  ~n} 
we will henceforth assume that the subformulas t/,/are linearly ordered compatible with 
% i.e. i f~<~ then i>~j. 
Definition 6 (Dependency order, Expansion). Given a formula 4, we define the de- 
pendency order over the bound variables of 4, denoted by ~< ~, as the least partial 
order such that i fX  occurs free in ~(Y)  then X ~< ~Y. Moreover, for every subformula 
~P of 4, we define the expansion of ~ with respect o ~ as 
~1[ /~ =df ~ [~cb(Xn)/Xn]... [~¢(Xl )/Xl], 
where the sequence 0(1,...,X~) is a linear ordering of all bound variables of 4 com- 
patible with the dependency order, i.e. if)(/~<~Xj then i<~j. 
Finally, we define a measure for the complexity of a formula depending on the 
number of intertwined alternating fixpoint operators. 
Definition 7 (Alternation depth). A formula 4 is said to be in the classes Z0 and 
H0 iff it contains no fixpoint operators. To form the class Zn+l, take ZnoIIn, and 
close under (i) boolean and modal combinators, (ii) #X.4 ,  for 4 C Zn+l, and (iii) 
substitution of qY E Z,+l for a free variable of 4 E Z,+I provided that no free variable 
of 4'  is captured by 4; and dually for Hn+l. The (Niwinski) alternation depth of a 
formula 4, denoted by ad(4), is then the least n such that 4 E Z,+l ~ H,+l. 
Example 8. Consider the closed formula 4ex = #X.vY. [b]X A [a]Y which expresses in- 
tuitively that "on every (infinite) {a,b}-path only finitely many b-transitions can oc- 
cur". This formula has alternation depth 2, and its closure is the set of formulas 
{ llt/l, t//2, %, I//4, ~f/5, I//6, ~7 } where 
qJl =pX.vY. [b]X A [a]Y, ~4 = [b]X, qJ6 =X, 
~z = vY.[b]X A [a]Y, % = [a]Y, q~7 = Y, 
7"3 = [b]X A [a]Y. 
When interpreted with respect o the transition graph of Fig. 1 the semantics of 4ex 
is the set of states AB* U B*. Note, however, that the semantics of the inner fixpoint 
formula vY. [b]X A [a]Y is not continuous wrt the valuation of X. This can be seen by 
applying 
f (S )  =dr IvY.[b]X A Y [a]Y][x~s] 
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to the finite approximants B°'"J =df {~,B,B 2..... B J}. Since f (B°"J)= B °j+l, 
for any j,  we obtain Uj>~of(B°J)=B * as the limit of iteration over the naturals, 
while one further iteration f (B*)=AB* U B* yields the least fixpoint of f .  Hence the 
function f is not continuous. 
2.2.2. Assertion-based semantics 
As pointed out in [4], context-free processes can be verified by considering Hoare- 
logic style pre-condition/post-condition pairs of sets of formulas for each of the nonter- 
minals occurring in the context-free specification. A triple {F} ~ {A} is then interpreted 
as ~ satisfies all formulas of F if we assert hat after termination of • exactly the set 
of formulas A holds. This intuition is formally captured by the following definition of 
the assertion-based semantics which generalizes the standard semantics by taking into 
account he set of formulas which hold after termination of a process. 
Given ~- = (V*,Aet, ~) ,  and a valuation U : Var ~ 2 v* , the inductive definition 
below stipulates when a context-flee process • E V* has the property • under the 
hypothesis that after termination of c( the formulas A hold, written as c( ~ (~,A). 
If c( fails to satisfy • under the hypothesis A, we will write ct ~-  (4~,A). First we 
have 
e~-(q~,A)  i f f~EA 
and then, for ~ ¢ e, 
C( ~t  ~ (q~l Aqb2, A ) 
c( ~ ((a)q~,A) iff 
~ ([a]@, A) 
~ (~y.~, A) 
~,  (vx.~, zl) 
iff ~ e ~(x)  
iff ~ ~-  (~bl,A) or ~ ~ (q~2, A) 
iff ~ ~ (~ I ,A )  and c( ~,.. (q~2, A) 
t a a/ at 3~.~-~ and ~,~ Ub, A) 
iff V~.c(~cd implies ~1 ~ Ub, A) 
iff VS C_ V*. (V[3 E V*. [3 ~-[x~sl (q~, A ) implies [3 e S) 
implies ~ E S 
iff 3S c_ V*. (V[3 E V*./~ E S implies [3 ~[x~s]  (4, A )) 
and ~ES. 
As in the case of the standard semantics, we will use ~ ~ (F, A) to denote ~ ½~. 
(~,A), for all ~EF .  
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The usefulness of the assertion-based semantics is underpined by the following 
proposition [4] which states that, firstly, the assertion-based semantics extend the stan- 
dard semantics, and secondly, that they allow to reason compositionally about context- 
free processes. 
Proposition 9. The assertion-based semantics is 
(1) an extension of the standard semantics, i.e. given a closed formula 4~, we have, 
~ iff ~(~,~)  
for A~= {T ECL(~O) Ie ~ <[~g~,}. 
(2) compositional w.r.t, context-free processes, i.e. for all A, F C_ L#, 
c¢fl ~ (F,A) iff 3S, C_Lp~ ~ (F,S) and fi ~ (S,A). 
The effectiveness of our algorithm, which is presented in the next section, relies, in 
particular, on Proposition 9.1, as it shows that q~ can be verified by taking into account 
merely the semantics of all subformulas of q~. 
3. The model-checking algorithm 
In this section we develop our model-checking algorithm which allows us to verify 
closed /z-formulas with arbitrary alternation depth for context-free processes in ex- 
ponential time. In fact, the algorithm coincides with a backtracking extension of the 
model checker of [4] which deals only with the alternation-free fragment of the modal 
p-calculus. The correctness proof, presented in Section 4, requires, however, a stronger 
new framework involving dynamic environments which capture the valuations of free 
variables on the context-free transition graph. 
3.1. The property transformer scheme 
Given a context-free specification ~ and a closed formula ~, each nonterminal 
ACV={Al  ..... An} defines a mapping IA]:2CL(~)---~2 cL(~) from post- to pre- 
conditions. As we are, however, in particular interested in the question whether a 
given subformula qJ c CL(~) belongs to the pre-condition set or not, we refine this 
notion by defining the following functions, called characteristic property transformers 
(CPT). 
1 ifA ~ (~U,A), 
IA]~(A) =df 0 otherwise. 
Writing B = {0, 1 } for the usual lattice of boolean values, characteristic property trans- 
formers are elements of the boolean lattice consisting of all functions from 2 cL(~) 
to B, where the ordering, and the meet and join operations respectively, are defined 
argumentwise. 
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IA]~ -t = 2(A).I 
IA]~f = 2(A).0 
~A~- = 2(A).~U(X,A)(A) 
i~t]~t Vq~2 ~A.~l ~2 - , -~  = It l l , .  u IA] , . .  
= uA z. 
 Al a! = n A 
= A ~ E hAX}) UAn~ x~' SelA(n{U IV,<~i<~n~ i]v[(S,A/)~%, l<~j~n]  - -  
A ~ IA]~ X'~ : se3"A(U{U IVI~i~nhXAA, E- I iI [(X, Aj)H,~x,I<,j<<.n]}) 
Ieff -( A ) -- Inem~e(A) 
IA~I~(A) = ~A~v-({ T E CL(O) INf(A) = 1}) 
Fig. 2. The property transformer scheme. 
More importantly, they can be obtained as a fixpoint solution of an appropriate 
function scheme, called the property transformer scheme (PTS). This scheme is defined 
by the rules given in Fig. 2, and consists of two parts. The first part copes with the 
structure of the context-free specification, as well as with the semantics of the formula, 
and defines an equation for each pair (A, ~)  C V × CL(O). The second part deals with 
the empty process according to the first clause of the assertion-based semantics, as 
well as with composed processes according to Proposition 9.2. Whereas the rules for 
the basic cases mimic directly the semantics of the subformula, the fixpoint related 
equations are slightly more complicated and require a simultaneous computation of all 
their corresponding transformers ~x x h x =df(hA~ .. . . .  A,)' Accordingly, valuations ~ map 
now pairs (X,A) of variables and nonterminals to characteristic property transformers, 
and SelA then simply selects the A component of the resulting tuple. The other auxiliary 
function, marne, tests the membership of ~ in the given set of formulas. It returns 1 
if 7 ~ E A and 0 otherwise. 
The overall structure of the model-checking algorithm consists now of the following 
three steps: 
(1) Given a context-free specification c~ and a closed/t-formula • construct the prop- 
erty transformer scheme according to the rules given in Fig. 2. 
(2) Solve the (finite) fixpoint problem for the property transformer scheme. 
(3) Check whether IA1]+(A~)= 1 where A1 is the root of the context-free specification, 
and A~ = { TJ E CL( q~ ) I e ~ ~ ~, }. 
In Section 4 we prove that the second step of the algorithm computes transformers 
which reflect he assertion-based semantics, while Proposition 9.1 now ensures that the 
third step solves the model-checking problem, as we have 
IAII+(A~.)= 1 iff Ai ~ (q0, A,:) iff Al ~ q). 
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Moreover, the ordinary semantics of 4 can be obtained from the set of CPTs by means 
of I4]= {~c V* II~]~(A~)= 1}. In particular, the semantics of 4 is always a regular 
set of states. 
3.2. Complexity 
As expected, the required backtracking for altemating #-formulas yields a worst-case 
time complexity for the algorithm, which is exponentially worse (in the altemation 
depth) than the estimation given for the altemation-free case [4, 5]. 
Theorem 10 (Complexity). Let c£ be a context-free specification, and 4 be a closed 
#-formula. Then the worst-case time complexity of solving the property transformer 
scheme is 
o(141, (141 * 21'~1 )'~a('~)+' ).
Proof. For the complexity analysis we assume wlog that the context-free specification 
is given in 3-Greibach normalform (GNF), i.e. that each right-hand side of the context- 
free specification has length at most 2. 
First, observe that the right-hand side of a single PTS-equation can be computed 
argumentwise for each of the 21~1 arguments A c CL(4). The most expensive right- 
hand side computations result from PTS-equations related to formulas containing a 
modality. In this case any evaluation of [~-  takes time o(141), as ~ has length at 
most 2, and for a fixed 7 ~, we have at most I~el of these composed expressions. Thus 
fixing a subformula ~k, the evaluation of all its PTS right-hand sides for all arguments 
has time complexity O(l~el. [41 • 21~1). 
Moreover, there are now at most I~g] CPTs for a fixed kuk each having a maximal 
chain length of approximants of 21~1. Thus the overall worst-case time complexity for 
computing the fixpoint at level k E [1,n] can be estimated by 
Tfk = OflCgl * 2 I~1 * (Tfk+l + I~el • 141 • 21~1)), 
where TCn+I =0. Using induction, and thereafter standard techniques to refine the 
fixpoint computation by dealing with subformulas occurring in between alternation 
simultaneously we hence obtain the overall time complexity 
Tel =0(141 * (l el, 21 l)ad(*)+l ). [] 
3.3. An example 
In this section we illustrate our model-checking algorithm by verifying the p-formula 
4ex of Example 8 for the root of the context-free specification Cgex whose transition 
graph is given in Fig. 1. Fig. 3 shows the property transformer scheme PTSex con- 
structed from C~ex and 4~x which is given in equational form, whereas the corresponding 
fixpoint computation is illustrated in Fig. 4. To shorten the example we have evalu- 
ated {t/'2 . . . . .  ku7} simultaneously, as they occur in the same alternation level, and we 
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( A-~AB 
<gex = A ~ 
B~ 
q '2~% 
~3 = t/t4 A ~rt5 
q'.x = 7'4 = [b]~e6 
q'7 = q': 
IAI ~, L ~A] ~'~ IB] ~', L [B] ~'2 
IA] ~e~  ~AI % ~BI ~e~ _~ [B]% 
PVSex = ~A]~4 ~_ ~13~v6 IB]P4 = 113]V6 
[A] ~' = lAB] ~'~ ~BI % = I 
~AI~'o = ~A] ~' ~ = ~'  
Fig. 3. The PTS for ~ex and C~ex. 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
~6 ~6 ~l~t6 1 0 l ~[r/6 ~6 ~tr't6 1 0 1 
0 0 ~r/6 0 0 I//6 t/t 6 tiIt 6 t/t 6 1 0 e 6 
0 0 ~6 0 0 0 ~rJ6 ~6 ~6 1 0 % 
Iteration 1 
Steps 
2 
3 
4 
5 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~6 1 1 1 1 1 1 
6 ~tt6 7J6 ~6 1 0 1 ~6 ~6 ~6 1 ~6 1 
7 ~6 ~6 % ~6 0 tP6 ~6 ~6 t/t6 1 t/t6 ~6 
8 ~6 1 1 1 1 1 1 ~Y6 1 1 1 1 1 1 
9 ~6 h°6 ~6 1 bY6 1 ~6 ~6 ~6 l ~6 1 
10 5Y6 ~6 ~6 ~6 ~6 ~6 h°6 ~6 ~6 1 ~6 ~6 
Standard model-checking for e delivers e ~ A~. =df { ~/Jl, I//2, Itt3, I//4, lit5, IF6, ItIt7}- Overall we thus obtain: 
A ~ 7Jl iff A ~ (~l,hc) iff IA]'/JI(As) = 1 ill" mem~6(Aa)= 1 iff ~6 C de 
Fig. 4. The fixpoint computation for PTSex. 
have used simply ~6 instead of memo,6, as well as 0 (resp. 1) instead of 2(A) .0  (resp. 
2(A ).1 ). At the bottom of  the figure we, finally, apply the resulting characteristic prop- 
erty transformer IA] ~'~ to the set of subformulas atisfied by e. Since the application 
yields true, we have thus verified that A satisfies indeed the property represented by ~Ul. 
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4. The correctness proof 
The observation that the fixpoint computation for/t-formulas with only one sort of 
fixpoint can be done simultaneously was used in [4, 5] to verify closed alternation- 
free formulas by merely exploring the assertion-based semantics. For formulas with 
alternation, however, we need a stronger framework which takes also into account he 
bindings of free variables where the parity may alternate. These bindings will be dealt 
with by dynamic environments which are decribed in terms of deterministic finite-state 
automata introduced in Section 4.1. Subsequently, in Section 4.2 we show that dynamic 
environments may represent the semantic solution f the model-checking problem, and 
that there exists an iterative algorithm which admits the computation of the semantic 
solution. 
4.1. Dynamic environments 
In the presence of formulas containing free variables the simple composition property 
of Proposition 9.1 no longer captures correctly the behaviour of context-free processes 
wrt the specification at hand. This defect is eliminated by the slight modification given 
below. 
{r,c/"}~l~{A,:r} iff3s, c/"{r,~'}~{_r,~"} and (Z, V"} /~ {A, ~U}. 
Intuitively, the modified composition rule expresses that in addition to assertions also 
environments must be adapted when considered at intermediate states. In general, the 
valuation ~"  is obtained from U by right cancellation of/~, i.e. for all X E dom(TU), 
U"(X)  =(U(X)N V*/~)/3 -1. As an example, ~/3 E U(X)  would imply ~ E ~"(X) .  
In the remainder of this section we fix now a context-free specification cg, and a 
well-named formula • with closure { q'l . . . . .  ~n }. Moreover, we will use the following 
notations. We write [1,n] for the set {1 .. . . .  n), and a sequence or tuple (e l , . . . ,e , )  
will be abbreviated by Y,, while (en)i will denote el. 
Our aim is to develop a formalism, the dynamic environments, which faithfully 
models the adaptations of valuations needed for composition. Dynamic environments 
will be partitioned into levels k E [1, n] where a dynamic environment of level k defines 
the valuations for { ~ul . . . . .  ~uk}. This change from valuations for variables to valuations 
for subformulas i reflected in the semantics by adding the rule 
"if ~PEdomCV) then (~ ~¢- (~,A)  if ~E ~//~(TJ)) ''.
The original model-checking problem is then reduced to a corresponding fixpoint prob- 
lem on the finite domain of dynamic environments, uch that the semantics of the 
original formula is captured by the final environment of level n. 
Definition 11 (Dynamic environment). A dynamic environment ~ of level k E [1,n] 
is a sequence of deterministic finite-state automata ~. = (Qo~i, V,6d~,F~), i= 1 ..... k, 
where 
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• Q.~ = (2cL(~)) i are the state sets of the automata, 
• V is the input alphabet, 
• 6~/: Q.~, × V ~ Q.~, are the transition functions obeying the constraints 
6~¢, (zJi, A) = F/ implies 6~¢, t (zti-1, A) =/~,-_,, and 
• E~, = {Ai E Q.u, I ~'i E Ai} is the set of accepting states. 
Denoting the transitive closure of 6~, as usual, also by 6.4, the language accepted by 
~¢i starting in the state zti is ~,( J i )  = {~ E V* I 6.~,(Ai, 07) E F~,} where 07 is the reverse 
of ~.4 
A dynamic environment ~ together with a state Ak is then interpreted as an envi- 
ronment which defines valuations for ~l, . . . ,  ~k by means of 
,~k(Ak) =df ~_l(Ak_l)[tl IkW-+ ~l , (Ak) ]  for  2 <~k <~n. 
Dynamic environments are a convenient formalism to describe the semantics of #- 
formulas on context-free processes ince they model compositionality simply by tran- 
sitions in the finite automata. 
Lemma 12. Let {F,~/"}A {A, dk(Ak)}. Then 
(1) For all i<~k, ~.cF  iff AE,~Ck(Ak)(tPi), and 
(2) 'U '= ~Jk(f.~k(Ak,A) ). 
The first property expresses that a dynamic environment of level k captures the 
semantics of all subformulas up to level k, while the second property states that the 
environment to be considered in the pre-condition of A coincides with the interpretation 
of the A-successor of zJk in ~¢k. 
The granularity of the transition functions of dynamic environments i not suffi- 
cient to obtain a match between the semantic and the iterative intuition behind the 
model-checking problem. We therefore split these transition functions into character- 
istic transition functions (CTF) (~i,j as follows: 
1 i f  tllj-E(6~ci(,di,A))i, 
t~i' J( 3i ,A ) ~- 
0 otherwise. 
CTFs can naturally be extended to words over V by means of 
(~i'J(Ai, 8) : mem% (Ai) ,  
~i'J(Ai, ~A) = ~i'J(~4,(Ai,A), o~). 
4 Here we have to use ~ as the automaton has to model the above mentioned right cancellation 
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The split into characteristic transition functions allows us to view a dynamic environ- 
ment ffk as a matrix of CTFs as depicted below. 
~1,l 61,2 . . .  61,k . . .  61,n 
6k.~ 6k,2 ... 6 k,k ... 6 k,~ 
This matrix can be systematically extended to a matrix for ~+1 with new row 
(6k+1.1,..., 6k+1,,) by means of a fixpoint computation such that the final result will 
capture the semantics of the formula • on the given process. During this computation 
we need to update a characteristic transition function by a function of the same col- 
umn. The arity of the function is then adapted by either suppressing or by replicating 
arguments. Formally, we define 
( 6i'j T k)(Ak,A)=df6i'J(Ai, A) where k>>.i, and 
(6 i'j ~ k)(Ak, A) =df 6 i'j(Ai, A ) where k ~< i and Aj = A k, for j E [k + 1, i]. 
Intuitively, the first line describes that a CTF of level i which is used at level k/> i
ignores the local formula sets Ai+l ..... Ak, while the second line expresses that a CTF 
of level i which is used at level k<~i takes as arguments A1,...,Ak, and replicates 
Ak i -  k times. To simplify the subsequent presentation of the algorithm we will, 
however, use 6 i,j also for the adapted CTFs. 
As will be elaborated on i  the next subsection, the matrices defined above are ade- 
quate for proving our main result, Theorem 1 7, i.e. the equivalence of the semantic and 
the iterative algorithm presented in Section 4.2, because it is possible to "synchronize" 
their corresponding computations on the diagonal. 
4.2. Semantic and iterative solutions 
Given the semantics of the formulas ~l . . . . .  7~k_1 in terms of a dynamic environ- 
ment ~_1  we will now consider the semantics of the remaining formulas ~k ....  ,7~,. 
Definition 13 (Semantic solutions). We call ~ ,  for k E [1,n], the semantic solution 
offfk-1, written as 6~( ~Tk_ 1 ), if the transition function of dk  satisfies 
6~k(Ak,A)=/~k iff {Fk,~k_l(Pk_l)}A{Ak,~Tk_l(Ak_l)}. 
Moreover, we call ( J k  ... .  , ~)  the semantic solutions of ~_ , ,  denoted by 
57~(~7k- i ), i f~ .  = 5P(~_  1 ), for i G [k, n]. 
It turns out that the semantic solution respects the standard substitution lemma. 
Lemma 14. Let {Fk,~k_~(Fk_l)}A { k,~gk_l(Ak_l)} and let ~k be the semantic 
solution of s~gk-l. Then 
{rk, <•k-, A {Ak, H  e ,k(L )1 } 
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Proof. Let {F, ~U'}A {Ak, ~- |  ~k-l)[~uk ~ L'~.~k(zlk)]}. The lemma then follows 
from the following observation. The difference between ~-1  = ~7k-1 <Ak-|) and ~/~ 
= ~_|(Ak_|>[~Pk~5~.~(zlk)]  is that ~f~ also fixes the semantics of ~k. But 
since ~ is the semantic solution f ~Tk_| we have that a process c~ satisfies ~ 
under the hypothesis {Ak ,~- l}  iff a satisfies ~k under the hypothesis {Ak,~//~}. 
Hence we have F =/'k,  while ~f' = ~k_  | (/~k_ | ) [ ~k ~ ~/~ (Fk)] then follows from 
Lemma 12. [] 
Corollary 15 (Diagonal consistency). I f  ~Tk . . . . .  ~7~ are the semantic solutions 
of .~k-1 then 6 i'j = ~J'J, for i E [k,n], j E [1,n]. 
Due to this corollary we may simply identify the semantic solutions zffk .... ,s¢-n 
with the characteristic transition functions 6k'k,...,6n, . Conversely, given f fk - t  and 
(arbitrary) 6k'k .... ,6 n,n we define 
• ~-1  • (6 k'k . . . . .  6 n' n) as ~_  1 augmented by 6 k'j =dr 6J'J, for j C [ 1, n], and 
• f fk -  1 ® (6 k'k,-.., gin, n ) as ~Jk- | augmented by 6 i'j =dr 6 J'J, for i E [k, n], j E [ 1, n]. 
Intuitively, ® adds the kth row to the matrix of CTFs defined by ~Tk_|, while ® 
completes the matrix to full rank. 
Let us finally sketch the resulting (conceptual) algorithm which iteratively computes 
the semantic solutions for ~_ | .  Given ~_ j ,  we would like to compute 6 i,j for 
i E [k,n], j E [1,n]. By Corollary 15 we already know that 6 i ' j  ~--- 6 j ' j  for i E [k,n], j E 
[1 ,k -  1]. The remaining characteristic transition functions are then computed level- 
wise by a two-level fixpoint computation. During the inner-level computation we have 
fixed some approximant 6 k'k and vary the values of 6k'k+l,...,6 k'". The idea is that 
(6 k,| . . . . .  6 k,n) together with ~-1  defines a dynamic environment ~ for which we 
can compute the semantic solutions 0 k+l'k+| . . . . .  O n," by induction. We may therefore 
update 6k'k+l,..., 6 k'n by 0 k+|'k+| . . . . .  0 n'n, and repeat his iteration until we reach con- 
sistency. In the outer-level fixpoint computation we may now update the fixed 6 k'k by 
evaluating the characteristic transition function for the "unfolding" of ~Pk in the current 
setting, and start the inner fixpoint computation again. Our main theorem then states 
that if we have reached consistency also at the outer-level then the iterative and the 
semantic solutions for f fk- I  coincide. 
Formally, given a dynamic environment ~gk-l, we define a monotone function 
Glk(6 k,k) called the 9lobal iteration function at level k with respect o 6 k,k by 
Glk(rk, k)(rk+l,k+l,..., fin,,) =dr (0 k+|' k+l . . . . .  on, n), 
where (0 k+l'kql . . . . .  0 n'n) are the semantic solutions of ~gk =~¢k-1®(6 k'k.. . . .  6n'n) - 
Accordingly, ItGIk(6 k'k) denotes now the least fixpoint of GIk(rk'k), while vGIk(6 k'k) 
denotes the greatest. Notice, moreover, that both fixpoints are monotone wrt 6 k'k. 
In order to define in a second step the local iteration function Llk at level k we 
first consider the CTF i[~uk]]] ,4-o : Q.~k × V ---+ {0, 1} representing the "unfolding" of a 
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formula 7~k wrt a dynamic environment ~7~. It is 
2(zlk,A).l 
2(zJ~, A ).0 
~n[i,i] 
~[ i ,  i] II ~n[j, j] 
[I[ t/tk ]]] ~, =df  
~n[i,i] R ~?~[j,j] 
2(Ak, A ). I_J 2~ ~ ~n [i, i](zik, c~) 
2(zJk,A).R , ~ [i, i](zlk, a ) - - -+~ 
fin [i, i] 
given by 
if ~uk = zt ,  
if 7~k = f f ,  
if 7Jk :X  and ~=aX.~,  
if ~Pk = ~ V ~j, 
if ~Pk = ~ A ~j, 
if 7~ = (a)~-, 
if ~ = [a]~/, 
if ~ = aX.T/, 
where ffn[i, j] denotes the CTF of f t ,  occurring in row i, and in column j. 
Now let a be the parity 5 of ~k, aGlk(fk'k)=(6 k+l'k+l . . . . .  fin,,), and (~+1 .. . .  ,~)  
be the semantic solutions of ~ = ~- l  @(6 k'k . . . .  ,6n'n). Then we define 
Llk(6 k'k) =df [I[ ~k~ ,~-. 
As LIk is again monotone, we may build its least fixpoint I~Llk, as well as its greatest 
fixpoint vLlk. Finally, we use GIk and Llk to define the iterative solutions of ~_ l ,  
written as J(~Ck-l) ,  by 
~¢(~¢k- l ) =dr (~gk'k,-.., tgn'"), 
where a is the parity of kuk, 0k. k =aLlk, and (0 k+l'k+l . . . . .  zgn'n) = aGIk(0k'k ). 
Based on the following lemma, which states that the semantic solutions are a fixpoint 
of Glk and LIk, the key to our algorithm is now an iterative characterization of the 
semantic solutions. 
Lemma 16. Let 5~(~_ j )=(~ ..... ~n) with CTF's (0 k,k ..... 0n'"). Then we have 
(1) GIk(Ok'k)(O k+l'k+l ..... O n'n) = (0 k+~'k+l ..... On'"), and 
(2) LIk(O k'k) = 0 k,k. 
Theorem 17. For any given dynamic environment ~ the semantic and the iterative 
solutions coincides, i.e. 57( ~ ) = j (~  ). 
ProoL The theorem is shown by induction on k. For the induction base where k = n 
there is nothing to show, as g (~Jn)=( )=J (~) .  Now consider a dynamic environ- 
ment ~_  t with k - 1 < n, and assume the theorem holds for all i E [k, n]. The induction 
step for 7~ =t t ,  f f ,  X, ~.V ~j, ~.A ~j, (a )~,  and [a]~. is proved using the defi- 
nition of LIk and the fact that the semantics of occurring proper subformulas do not 
depend on the semantics of ~Pk itself. We therefore prove the induction step only for 
5 For nonfixpoint formulas we can take a to be either/~ or v as in this case the semantics of the subformulas 
of ~Pk do not depend on the semantics of 7~k itself. 
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the case where ~k is a minimal fixpoint operator #X.~I, since the case for maximal 
fixpoints is completely dual. 
Let O=(Ok'k,...,On") be the semantic solutions of ~-1 ,  5~k=~- l®O,  and.  
Moreover, let O=(O*,*,...,v9,,,) be the iterative solutions of ~_1 ,  i.e. Ok'~=IzLI~ 
and (0 ~+1'~+~ .. . . .  0" ' )  = pGIk(Ok'k), as well as J~ = ~-1  (~ 0. 
(I) (Ok'k,...,0n'n)~__ (0k'k . . . . .  on'"). TO show the inequality we construct inductively 
a chain of dynamic environments ~(g), for i >~ 0, as follows. Let 
.zT(~) = ~_  ~ ® ( O(i)k.k . . . . .  ~(i).,. ), 
where 
0(0)k,k = 0k, k, (0(0)k+l,k+~ ... . .  0(0) ", ') = #GIk(O(O)k,k), 
0 (i+l)k'k = [][~kmffo(,), (v~(i+l)k+l'k+l,... ,0  (i+l)n'n) = pGIk(O(i+l)k'k). 
Claim. ff,(i), for  i >t0, is a descending chain o f  dynamic environments. 
Proof. First note that o(i)k'k~_ 0 (/+l)k'k implies ff(i)~_ ff(~+l), since by definition 
( 0( i)k + l'k + l . . . .  ,0  (i)"'" ) = pGIk( O (i)k'k ) 
~_ #Gik(va(i+l)k,k ) = (0(i+1)k+l,k+l .... , %9(i+1 )n,n ). 
The claim is then proved by showing 
and 
~(0) _~ ~( , )  ( . )  
~n(i--l) ~_ ~i )  implies ~,ci) 3 ~n (i+l). (**) 
Proof of (,). Since by Lemma 16.1 GIk(Ok'k)(O k+l'k+l . . . . .  0 "'n) = (0 k+l,k+l . . . . .  0 "'n) 
we see that 
(0 k+l'k+l . . . . .  O n'n ) -7 #GIk(O k'k ) = (O(0)k+l,k+l,..., 0(0),,,) 
and hence 
o(O)k,k = 0k, k = [l[t/'k$~:,, -7 $ 7.kmd:(o, = o(l)k, k. 
Thus we obtain ~(0)_  ~7(I). 
Proof of (**). Now let ~(i-1) _~ if(i), for some i~> 1. Since 
0 (i)~'k = II[~klll~(,-. _~ [l[~klIl~(,, = 0(i+~)~.k 
by definition, we immediately obtain ~7(i)~_ ~(i+l), as desired. [] 
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Since the domain of all dynamic environments wrt q~and rg is finite, we eventually 
reach a fixpoint fin (fix) for which we conclude 
( O k'k . . . .  ,0  n'n ) E ( O (fix)k'k . . . . .  O (fix)n'n) ~- ( o(O)k,k . . . . .  O (O)n'n) E (0 k'k . . . .  , on'n). 
(II) £,eA(zlk ) _~ £,es~,(Ak) , for any consistent L .  Ak is said to be consistent if each 
Ai, for iE [1,k], is consistent, and Ai is called consistent if it satisfies the following 
conditions: f f  ~ A~, 7~1 V ~u~ ~ Ai iff 7~ ~ Ai or 7~ ~ Ai, ~P~ A ~2 ~ Ai iff ~1 E Ai and 
~u2 G A~, and aX.~Ai  i f fX~Ai  iff ~P~Ai. 
As ~, =/~X.7~t, ~ , (z i , )  is by definition the smallest set such that 
(II) follows now from the fixpoint property for £,e3k(Zik), i.e. 
which is proved by induction on the length of processes. For the induction base we 
have 
The 
iff ~Pt ~ Ak 
iff ~k C Ak (by consistency of Ak) 
iff e E ~3,(J~ )
induction step then follows from 
iff • ~3k<Zjk(~ik,A) ) (~l,(6Y~(Ak,A))k) (by ind. hypothesis on k) 
iff ~E £P3k(gyk(Jk, A)) (by ind. hypothesis on the length of ~) 
iff ~4 E £~a3, (zlk) 
(III) Since ( I) implies _~jk(Z~k)C__~3k(ZTk), we conclude from (II) £Pjk(zTk)C_ 
~3~ (zik), for any consistent Ak. We have hence O k,k = 0 k,k, and by induction hypothesis 
on k also Oi, i=Oi, i, for i c [k+ 1,n]. 
As A, is consistent, and characteristic transition functions preserve consistency, this 
concludes the proof. [] 
The observation that only the characteristic transition functions on the diagonal have 
to be taken into account when updating 6 k,k wrt the current dynamic environment ~,  
allows us to replace the "conceptual" algorithm used in the correctness proof to the 
"actual" model-checking algorithm presented in the previous ection. This optimization 
is, finally, the key for proving the claimed complexity result. 
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5. Conclusions and further research 
In this paper we have presented an iterative, elementary model-checking algorithm 
for context-free processes which deals with the full modal tt-calculus. This basic algo- 
rithm can be extended to the class of pushdown processes following the lines of [5], 
as well as to the class of regular graphs following the lines of [2], respectively. Es- 
sentially, both extensions are obtained by taking into account he arity Q of pushdown 
processes (which corresponds to the number of states in the finite control), respectively, 
regular graphs (which corresponds to he maximal arity of a hyperedge), which yields 
characteristic property transformers with multiple arguments. For these extensions our 
algorithm has the worst-time complexity 
o(I, 1 * (IOl * 
Recently, Walukiewicz presented another model checker for pushdown processes which 
uses games [18]. His algorithm has a dramatically different complexity estimation. In 
particular, it behaves much worse for increasing degrees of alternation depths. 
O([~ I . (2IQI * IOl *,d(~))ad(O)). 
Whereas our algorithm directly mimics the behavioural intuition behind sequential pro- 
cesses and, in particular, keeps process and formula structure transparent, which gives 
a direct handle to extending the underlying process structure, Walukiewics' algorithm 
intertwines these structures, which, at least, complicates the identification of the mod- 
ifications necessary for the extensions. 
This structural distinction has also an impact on possible extensions: one has already 
be realized in [6] where the algorithm presented in this paper has been used to extend 
model-checking to the class of rational restricted recognizable graphs as introduced 
in [7], while a second extension, to develop a local variant, is still planned. 
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